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When you or someone you know has been told by your physician that they have a disease that may not be treatable or if
treatment can be an choice where the likelihood of cure or remission are slim, life mainly because we realize it changes
instantly. The Eleventh Hour gives information, concepts and support for a caregiver/family member who tend to be
alone as their loved one is certainly dying, on how best to look after a person in the hours to moments before death and
soon after. No one tell us how exactly to live with a life threatening illness or what to expect when treat is no longer
possible and we are dealing with the ending of life. It really is written in a straightforward, direct yet gentle manner.
Beginning with the guidance A PERIOD ALIVE offers to someone who has been diagnosed with a life threatening illness.
The End of Life Guideline Series progresses to Eliminated From My Sight , The Hospice Blue Reserve, which explains the
signals of approaching death that begin weeks before loss of life from disease and potential clients a family to the
moment of death. We enter a phase of life that people haven't any preparation for. It really is a short and useful read.
You will discover comfort in it's knowledge actually if someone you care about has died years before. The aim of this
series is to neutralize a few of the fear that an unpredictable upcoming may bring. Understanding of the dying process
and it's natural and regular unfolding can help generate a meaningful and comforting experience as a loved one
journeys from life. THE FINISH of Life Guideline Series is definitely a compilation of Barbara Karnes' four booklets at a
time of life. The ultimate portion of this complication is an exploration of the normal grieving process. Carrying out a
death we frequently have questions about the disease progression and concerned remembrances. The End of Existence
Guideline Series gives understanding of the natural, normal process of dying and grief. What exactly are the emotions
and feelings that will surface as we grieve the loss of someone we value and how will those emotions show themselves?
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Death isn't dying We all will die. We all will experience loss. We loooooove these books.2011 when my sister was dying.
And missed.My wife and I are in the Autumn of our lives. Every day brings on a new ache, discomfort and in your own
lives, a diagnoses of the closeness of our own deaths.Respect, love, sharing and many various other 'Pillers' have kept
our relationship high. So has having the ability to chat and understand one another.This book is a guide, a map in the
event that you will, to talk about this inevitable, final act, of our lives.We are able to structure our queries, our answers..
Comforting We purchased these when the blue one particular was recommended by my mother's hospice nurse. It had
been invaluable in explaining what to expect and when. There have been things that happened to my mother that, got it
not been for the "blue" book, I would have not know very well what was happening. How do we cope with it, and how do
we understand when the finish is near? These book(lets) are a big help. Every patient's encounter will differ, but these
books are valuable tools and guides for what will end up being the most difficult time of your and a adored one's life.
Best end of existence pt/family educational components ever! We will bring our very own 'scar's' as lifestyle
progresses. I am an oncology nurse practitioner and these are hands down the best patient information upon this
difficult topic I have found anywhere. They are simply just worded for many educational levels to comprehend and very
short and consice without being threatening or excessively blunt. Barbara Karnes does a beautiful job going for a topic
that a lot of patients and family members avoid just like the plague and making it not just approachable and tolerable
but reframing it for what it is in a larger sense (a transition) and rendering it more possible to have a therapeutic
experience with this special time in our lives.. These to me summarize dying in a lovely way for patients and family to
see it in the context it belongs: death is a standard part of life that does not have to be as scary or unpleasant as we
believe that it is. It's the body laboring to birth the soul. easy and very informative I've never really had anyone near me
pass before but my dad provides end stage COPD and it's really so helpful to read signs and symptoms that he has or
could have. It is also very helpful to read what he could possibly be going thru in his mind-things he can't put into
phrases himself but may be feeling all or usually. EXCELLENT The first of these booklets (Gone From My Sight) I rec'd in
Nov.. Bought these to provide to a pal whose family member .not enough words to describe really, just how much peace
reading these books has provided me. It was beneficial in recognizing the sings in my father's last days. I recommend
the last book in the series as well (MY PAL, I Care") Not only for myself and my siblings but my mother-who is stronger
at heart than anybody I've ever known but is actually having difficulty with the loneliness, this empty space produced
when my father passed. The booklets aren't overwhelming-but brief and concise. Please provide these booklets a chance
if you or someone you understand is going through shedding or having lost someone you care about. He needed almost
continuous look after the last 2 years of his life so she had become extremely familiar with his presence in the house.
Extremely helpful in times like this. Chock FULL of good advice. In the event that you or someone you like is identified as
having a terminal illness or is nearing the end of life from normal causes these would be the best friend you could have.
These really helped when my mother was in her last month of lifestyle. As somebody who has been known as a clear
eyed realist I want the facts in advance so that educated decisions and evaluations could be made by me or my
treatment givers with regards to that.. I recommend them for every and every caregiver of a terminally ill individual
whether a family member, friend or even somebody that functions in hospice or palliative care.They are easy, short
reads that helped prepare me for every stage that occurs at end of life.I actually’ve loaned them to several friends
who’ve appreciated the data as well. Each book is like a 15-20 minute read but filled with so much info. This is all
therefore comforting to involve some clue to what you can do and the stages of how it might happen-just very useful,
educational. Yet a scar is usually a reminder of a past hurt, yet additionally it is a reminder of a history life which can be
relived, relived, respected. The hospice she acquired in TX. gave it to me.. Hence, your choice to purchase this set.) I
could see that she was straddling several of the levels of death (in April.) At the time (in April) I didn't understand this
as she wasn't rec'ing hospice care however. This booklet has noticed me through five deaths since I rec'd it and now as
a family group we're going right through another death. The 1st booklet has almost been a chance to for me. When I
examine this particular booklet (in Nov. I am hoping that it can help not just me, but other family. These booklets are
worthy of their weight in gold. We were holding the most helpful books for me personally when I was caring for a parent
with cancer and end of lifestyle. So helpful Being with someone you care about during their passing is complicated.



Having information about this process is so helpful. Even with hospice, there are several queries that it feels difficult to
ask. Having very clear and concise info is very comforting. So helpful and soothing We needed something to greatly help
me deal with my husband's Parkinsons Disease. There are symptoms of the finish of his life, but the glacial speed of
progression is usually maddening. Having some "recommendations" to think about helps me feel just like I've control
over something. Good to have. All four have become useful and well worth reading several times each. They are readable,
easy to comprehend and a comfort. I just wish I had browse the series a few months before while she was ill. *in
addition to my original review-my father died maybe a week after I examine these books and I must say i feel that his
death affected me much less than my siblings because I was in some way prepared for what I would see or experience.
Honor and Dignity in Death We will all expire some day, and the ones we love and look after will also... Best books to
learn to get ready you for lack of life. In case you have elderly friends or family members you need these books. Brief
and to the point - truly helpful information. This was a meaningful and highly relevant guide whenever we . I have been
to see her the April before her loss of life... I only found out about one of booklets upon my mother's loss of life.. I also
like the selections of verse and poetry she has added.. Bought these to provide to a pal whose relative was gravely ill
from cancer. She stated that the books actually helped her. Five Stars Good read. These really helped when my mom was
in her last . We can share our wishes, even when they may surprise us, because we have used this to have an important
discussion that we would regret not having - once inside our lives. This is a meaningful and highly relevant guide when
we lost my mother. All your questions are answered and in the event that you think of a new one you can go to
Barbara's blog and ask . We knew a lot more what to expect
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